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The IBM App Connect Enterprise JDE Input Node can be used to connect to a JDE Server to poll the real time events of Address Book and Sales orders that are logged in an
Event table in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne, a cloud-based Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and supply chain management solution.

This article has two sections.

Section 1 describes how to configure the JDE server to subscribe and make to events populated into the event table.
Section 2 explains how to use JDE input node in a message flow to poll the real time events populated in the JDE Server event table.

Configuration of JDE Server to poll the real time events

Setting up RTE Server (Transaction Server) with a JAVACONN Subscriber:

1. The Transaction Server should be installed.
2. Transaction Server Configuration in Server Manager:

1. Network Settings Configuration:
The Outgoing JDENET Port is the E1 Port to which the RTE will be communicating with the E1 server (E1 Port).

The Incoming JDENET Port is the port the Transaction Server will be listening from for incoming messages (outgoing RTE from E1). Verify that the ‘incoming’ port
is not already in use by another application running on the same server (Business Services Server for example).
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2. Real Time Events Configuration
The initialContextFactory and jndiProviderURL should be populated with the following values (these will differ depending on whether the RTE is configured on an
OAS, WebSphere or WebLogic).

initialContextFactory= weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
jndiProviderURL= t3://cnwbzp1143:8085

Where ‘cnwbzp1143’ is the name of the Transaction Server machine (if setting up the RTE on WebLogic, you will need to first create a Managed Server that will
contain the RTE application. The ‘jndiProviderURL’ port will match the RTE Managed Server port)
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3. Transaction Server Configuration in E1
1. Clear the E1 tables and make corrections to existing RTE definitions.

E1 might come with data in the following table:

F90702, F907021, F90703, F90704, F90705, F90706, F90707, F907071, F907072, F90710, F90711, F90712, F90715.

Clear the content of the above tables before proceeding.

2. Run DBTemplates.exe
DBTemplates is an executable that is provided as part of the E1 Client installation. This performs some database operations that are key to a fully functioning
Transaction Server. This needs to be executed from a E1 Development Client (where all development objects are installed).

Prior to running ‘DBTemplates.exe’, make sure you assign the appropriate privileges to your E1 System tables as outlined below:

Oracle
Grant the following privileges to the JDE_ROLE or the database proxy user.
GRANT CREATE ANY SEQUENCE TO JDE_ROLE;
GRANT DROP ANY SEQUENCE TO JDE_ROLE;
GRANT CREATE ANY TRIGGER TO JDE_ROLE;
GRANT DROP ANY TRIGGER TO JDE_ROLE;

From an E1 Client, run the following command from a DOS command prompt (log off E1 first).

C:\>dbtemplates -create

You should be prompted to log on to E1. Log on to the appropriate Environment. Once DBTemplates has run, you should see the following message in the DOS
Command window:

‘Exiting the program with SUCCESS’
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Look at the jde.log if any error is returned. Note that if you run DBTemplates multiple times, you will see errors in the jde.log. DBTemplates adds records to E1
tables and therefore, if you run DBTemplates multiple times, the jde.log will show errors as follows:

Error – ORA-00001: unique constraint (TESTDTA.F986112_PK) violated

These errors are no indication that DBTemplates failed: these are only indications that DBTemplates has already been executed once.
After the scripts complete successfully, you should revoke any special privileges you granted in order to create the triggers. This table lists the revocation commands
by database.

Oracle
Revoke the following privileges to the JDE_ROLE or the database proxy user.
REVOKE CREATE ANY SEQUENCE FROM JDE_ROLE;
REVOKE DROP ANY SEQUENCE FROM JDE_ROLE;
REVOKE CREATE ANY TRIGGER FROM JDE_ROLE;
REVOKE DROP ANY TRIGGER FROM JDE_ROLE;

3. Run R90705. This updates the Event Activation Table (F90705) and R90706 (Convert Event Subscription)

The above UBEs can be run with the default Processing Options values and can be run either locally or on the server.

R90706 creates queue records in F90715. These are the queues where the RTE messages will be sent to. These Queues are only used in conjunction with a subscriber
of type JACACONN (as describer later)/MSMQ.

Some Real Time Event definitions as provided when installing EnterpriseOne are incorrect. You will need to make the required corrections if the Events in question
are going to be used. If these Events are not going to be used, these incorrect Event definitions will not have any adverse effects other than showing errors in the logs.
Here is a list of incorrect Event definitions and a detail of the changes to make. You must run P90701A to make the corrections.

Delete the following Event Definitions:

RTSOAPS, RTWOAPS, RTIBAPS, RTIBDTL, RTIBOUTA, RTIBOUT

Change the following Event Definitions (run P90701A):

RTBUOUTB: change the Data Structure field from D4101470B to BE D4101700B
RTINVOUTA: change the Data Structure field from D4202180B to D4202330B
RTINVOUTB: change the Data Structure field from D4202180C to D4202330C
RTWOHDR: change the Data Structure field from D3102290B to D3102360A
RTSODTL: change the Data Structure field from D4202150C to D4202310B
RTSOHDR: change the Data Structure field from D4202150B to D4202310A
RTPOOUT: in ‘Event Details’, delete RTPOAPS
RTSOOUT: in ‘Event Details’, delete RTPOAPS
RTWOOUT: in ‘Event Details’, delete RTPOAPS
RTPODTL: this Event Definition is missing in Application Release 9.1. Add the missing Event.
RTPOHDR: this Event Definition is missing in Application Release 9.1. Add the missing Event.

4. Configure and Activate RTABOUT(Addressbook)
From an E1 Client, run P90701A. You should have a ‘Container’ RTE definition ‘RTABOUT’ as follows. RTABOUT ‘CONTAINER’ Event



RTABOUT ‘Event Details’. RTABOUT is a ‘CONTAINER’ Event which is made up of the following ‘SINGLE’ Events:
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Once RTABOUT configuration has been completed and\or verified, from P90701A, take the ‘Event Activation’ Form Exit. Add a record for RTABOUT for the
appropriate environment(s). Ensure the RTABOUT records are at status ‘AV’(Active)
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5. Special Consideration for AS400.
Journaling needs to be enabled on the system table F90710 to allow the Transaction Server to insert, update and delete record from F90710.

4. JAVACONN Subscriber Configuration in EnterpriseOne
1. Create a JAVACONN Subscriber.

Run P90702A and add a subscriber as follows. The Subscriber field must have a value matching a valid E1 User
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2. Create a Subscription.
Run P90702A. Find the Subscriber you created in the above step. Take the ‘Event Subscriptions’ Option.
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3. Add an Event (RTABOUT) to the Subscription.
Find the subscription created above. Select the ‘Subscribed Events’ Row Exit.
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4. Add Environment to Subscription.
Find the subscription created above. Select the ‘Subscribed Env’ Row Exit.
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You are now ready to test your configuration. Restart your E1 Enterprise Server and start your Transaction Server from the Server Manager console.

5. Testing\Validating the JAVACONN configuration.
Open F90715. This shows that the JAVACONN Subscriber that was created is assigned to the ‘SubQueue00’ queue.

A Real Time Event will be created when Adding \ Changing or Deleting an Address Book record.

Before generating a RTABOUT, stop your Transaction Server via Server Manager Console. Once the Transaction Server is stopped, create or edit an Address Book Record.
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Edit Address Book record:
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Modify addressline1 in above screen.

On creating\deleting\changing an Address Book record, a record should be written to event table F90710. If your Transaction Server is stopped, the F90710 record will
remain in the table until the Transaction is activated. Note the value of the ‘ETEVNTST’ column (this should be 3 at this point).
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Now start your Transaction Server via Server Manager Console. After your Transaction Server is started, the F90710 record should be processed and if your configuration
is correct, the record should be removed from F90710.
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RTE Configuration for Sales Order:
From an E1 Client, run P90701A. You should have a ‘Container’ RTE definition ‘RTSOOUT’ as follows. RTSOOUT ‘CONTAINER’ Event.
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RTSOOUT ‘Event Details’. RTSOOUT is a ‘CONTAINER’ Event which is made up of the following ‘SINGLE’ Events:
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Take the ‘Event Activation’ Form from P90701A, add a record for RTSOOUT for the appropriate environment(s) and change the status to AV.
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Create a JAVACONN Subscriber
Run P90702A and add a subscriber as follows. The Subscriber field must have a value matching a valid E1 User.
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Create a Subscription
Run P90702A. Find the Subscriber you created in the above step. Take the ‘Event Subscriptions’ Option.
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Add an Event (RTSOOUT) to the Subscription
Find the subscription created above. Select the ‘Subscribed Events’ Row Exit.
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Add Environment to Subscription
Find the subscription created above. Select the ‘Subscribed Env’ Row Exit.
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You are now ready to test your configuration. Restart your E1 Enterprise Server and start your Transaction Server from the Server Manager console.

Testing\Validating the JAVACONN configuration
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A Real Time Event will be created when Adding \ Changing or Deleting a Sales order record.

Before generating a RTSOOUT, stop your Transaction Server via Server Manager Console. Once the Transaction Server is stopped, create or edit a Sales Order Record.
Then a record should be written to event table F90710. If your Transaction Server is stopped, the F90710 record will remain in the table until the Transaction is activated.
Now start your Transaction Server via Server Manager Console. After your Transaction Server is started, the F90710 record should be processed and if your configuration
is correct, the record should be removed from F90710.

Reference Doc – https://support.oracle.com/knowledge/JD%20Edwards%20EnterpriseOne/656248_1.html

How to use IBM Integration Bus (IIB) JDE input node in a message flow to poll the real time events populated
in the JDE Server event table when an update to an address book record happens

To have real time events of address book or sales order in the event table we should first create an account or sales order in the JDE server either using JDE Enterprise Server One
or using JDE Request Node. Then updating the record.

This part is divided into two sections

Firstly, we will show you how to create an Outbound message flow using the IIB toolkit and deploy to the IIB Integration node to update an Address Line in the Address
Book record using the JDE request node provided by IIB.
Secondly, we will show you how to create an Inbound message flow using the IIB toolkit and deploy to the IIB Integration node to poll the updated record mentioned above
using the JDE Input node provided by IIB.

Creating an outbound message flow using IIB toolkit and deploy to the IIB Integration node to update an Address Line in the Address Book record using the JDE
request node provided by IIB.

1. Open the toolkit and create an applicaton.
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2. Create a message model to create and configure JDE adapter.
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Select ojdbc7.jar and tnsnames.ora file location and click on next
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Select Outbound to create an IBM WebSphere JDE Adapter

Provide values for JDE Environment, Role, Username and Password to connect to the JDE server configured. Optionally you can provide the logging details.
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Search and Select AddressBookmasterMBF from N0100041 Business Function
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The screen shots above showed you how to create a message model to update an address book record in JDE server. Now we will show you how to Create a Message flow
using JDE Request Node, MQInput and MQ Output nodes in the same application.
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Drag and drop MQ Input node, JDE Request Node from WebSphere Adapters->JD Edwards panel, and two MQ Output nodes.

Wire the OUT terminal of the MQ Input node to JDE Request Node and wire the JDE Request node OUT terminal to one MQ Output Node and FAILURE terminal to
another MQ Output Node as shown in the below picture.
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Provide Input, Output and Failure queues names.
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Select the JDE Adapter created in Step 1 and the method as shown in the below images.
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Creating an Inbound message flow using JDE Input Node provided by IIB toolkit and deploy to the IIB Integration node to poll the Address Book record that is
updated using the above Outbound Message flow.

Similar to the Outbound message flow Create an application , WebSphere JD Edwards Inbound Adapter and a message flow.

Create a Message model for Inbound JDE adapter:
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And
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After clicking on next , Select Inbound option:
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Provide JDE server info and click on next.
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Select RTABOUT for polling the events for AddressBook.
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Provide the folder name and adapter name as shown below:
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Click on finish which creates a message model for WebSphere Inbound JD Edwards Adapter.
Now create a message flow containing JDE Input node and MQ Output Nodes.
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Create the local queues for the MQ Output nodes and provide the queue names in respective nodes accordingly.
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Now the Outbound and Inbound message flows are ready to be deployed to the IBM Integration Bus Node.

Execute the below commands, configure and check the JD Edwards jars to the IBM Integration Node.

And restart the Integration Node.

mqsichangeproperties <integrationNodeName> -c EISProviders -o JDEdwards -n jarsURL -v <C:\IIB\JDEEdwards\Jars>

Now deploy outbound application to Integration Server and test the flow.
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To test the outbound application, first create an address book record in the JD Edwards Enterprise One Server and send the below message to the input queue configured for MQ
input node in the outbound application to update the address line for the record created above.

Input message sent to JDE.ADDRESS.INPUT input queue:

<ChangeAddressLine3><AddressBookMasterMBF><Cactioncode>C</Cactioncode><Cupdatemasterfile>1</Cupdatemasterfile>
<Mnaddressbooknumber>20168676</Mnaddressbooknumber><Szsearchtype>A</Szsearchtype><Szalphaname>UMAK1</Szalphaname>
<Szmailingname>UMAK1</Szmailingname><Szbusinessunit> A1</Szbusinessunit><Szaddressline1>modified_blog</Szaddressline1><Cpayablesynm>Y</Cpayablesynm>
</AddressBookMasterMBF></ChangeAddressLine3>

Check the JDE.ADDRESSBOOK.OUTPUT output queue and then login to the Webui and see if the record is updated.

Before the update:
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After the update:

Now login to the machine where event table is and check if the record is present in the table or not.
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After update:

Now deploy inbound application to another Integration Server in the same IBM Integration Bus Node.
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Check the JDE.RTABOUT.OUTPUT queue and it shows a message has come. This means that JDE Input node in the message flow has polled the updated record.

Now look in the event table and there will be no records.
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Now we can read the data from the MQ Output node configured for the output terminal of the JDE input node and validate the data.

Reference Links:

JDEdwardsInput node:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSMKHH_10.0.0/com.ibm.etools.mft.doc/bc22690_.htm
JDEdwardsRequest node:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSMKHH_10.0.0/com.ibm.etools.mft.doc/bc22700_.html
WebSphere Configuration properties for JDEdwards:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSMKHH_10.0.0/com.ibm.etools.mft.doc/bc22680_.html
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